"LOUDEST PAJAMAS" IN
ORDER AT GAUCHO RALLY
"Dig down deep and rake up
the loudest pajamas you can find
for the Gaucho game rally tomorraw night in the Men’s gym at
7:30,"
Al Raffaelli, Rally committee chairman, advised today.
Raffaelli declared that everyone, students, song girls, yell lead-
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ers and the band will 17.)e in pajamas.
"There will be plenty of noise,
STD
songs and yells," said Ratitelli,
"and the pajamas will have to do
their part. The louder, the better!
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SPARTANS WIN NATIONAL TITLE
INDIANS AND BEARS BOTH
College Of Pacific Trip Dubious; FALL
VICTIM TO STATERS
Rally Committee Seeks Leaders IN WATER POLO CONTESTS

1
By VERN BAKER
By WADE WILSON
The College Life committee has not approved the proposed plan for the train-trip to the College
NCISCCLast. 20.Last, night in the Olympic club
Pacific game at Lodi, according to Joe H. West, committee chairman. Meeting in a special session pool, the San Jose State college Spartans were crowned as the new
Monday afternoon, the committee went over plans presented at that time by Al Raffeelli, chairman of National Amateur Athletic Junior Indoor Championship water polo
the Rally committee, but found the plans to be too indefinite to approve them, Mr. West explained. "The team. With the pressure really on the local lads, the Spartans showed
what they were made of when
Rally committee was informed last spring that definite plans had to
they dumped the University of
be subrnttted to the College Life committee, but so far the plans
California Bears In the first tilt,
Sets
Deadline
Neal
have not been definite enough to allow the comrnitte to approve the
6-5, and then after a short hour’s
Courses cannot be dropped
rest came back and thumped the
trip," Mr. West said. Approval has been withheld because plans do after Friday, Oct. 22, Acting
Indians from Stanford, 7-4.
not adequately provide supervision of student conduct, Mr. West Registrar William H. Neal an-

said. The plans contain a provision for men from the Southern
Pacific company to act in such a
capacity, but the committee felt
that this lar318 not enough.
MEETS S.P. OFFICIALS
Mr. West said he met with representatives of the Southern Pacific company yesterday, and they
stated they would accept no responsibility for maintaining a
standard of conduct that represents the thinking of San Jose
State college.
"It is true," said Mr. West, "that
if anyone lets out of hand, the
Southern Pacific men will take
over.
We are interested, however, in a much higher conduct
and fully appreciate the fact that
the Southern Pacific cannot do
the job for us."
Mr. West said if students were
not willing to accept some responsibility for the trip that it
was his feeling that it would definitely be disapproved. He made
this statement in conjunction with
the possibility of having student
leaders supervise activity on the
train. The matter was discussed
at some length at the Student
Council meeting Monday afternoon. The suggestion itself was
made by a student member of the
College Life committee.
LEADERS MAY TAKE OVER
According to Mr. West, the Col
lege Life committee feels there is
sufficient leadership on campus so
it would not be impossible to
carry out the suggestion of having two student leaders in each
car of the train.
"The College Life committee
has been anxious to approve the
train trip, but on the basis of
plans to date, such approval could
not be granted," Mr. West assured.
Al Raffaelli, Rally committee
chairman, said last spring the
College Life committee felt that
limited supervision by the faculty
and special agents of the Southern Pacific company might be
able to control the drinking problem.
"Possibilities of having the train trip are dark," Raffaelli said. In
order to have the trip, ’we will
have to enforce no drinking on
the train.
Raffaelli said that plans are
now being made to secure 36 student leaders who can secure student cooperation during the trip.

nounced. All change of program
cards must be In the Registrar’s
office, room 100, by 5 p.m. on
that date.

Chest Drive Gathers
Momentum Over
All San Jose Area State Strong-Ann
Men Are Sought
To Thwart Tigers

More than 100 persons attended
the San Jose Community Chest
luncheon yesterday at the Catholic Women’s Center, Fifth and
San Fernando streets, where division leaders reported that the 1948
drive was beginning to gather
momentum.
Campus figures present included President T. W. MacQuarrie,
Bill Logan, co-chairman of the
San Jose State Community Chest
drive, and Dave Leonard, editor
of the Spartan Daily.
Several division leaders reported that many units in their divisions had already gone over the
top. Approximately 30 per cent
of the over-all quota has been
taken in.
The luncheon was sponsored by
the San Jose Clearing House assoIt was announced by
ciation.
Chairman Ernie Renzel that a
second luncheon would be held tomorrow at 12 noon, also at the
Catholic Women’s Center. At this
time it is expected that Logan
and John Peterson will be asked
to report on the progress of San
Jose State’s Chest drive.

With the Big Game a mere ten
days away, it is expected that College of the Pacing raiders will be
over our way this year again to
paint the carnpas a repulsive
orange and black, and to steal our
hand carved signs.
All fnen’s organizations are
urged to offer their services in
all night vigils to keep the tigers
away. The long watch should begin next week at the latest and
preferably this week-end.
Those wishing to help, please
send representatives to the Spartan Daily office to see Paul Davis.
Any sororities or women’s houses
wishing to help in the way of hot
coffee and doughnuts for the
guards will be welcomed with
open arms.
So cancel those dates and get
out your fur lined coat. This is
your chance to fight for Sparta.

U. N. COUNCIL ORDERS
IMMEDIATE CEASE-FIRE
orthe
the
the
the

West Stands Firm On Berlin Issue
PARIS (UP)The Western Big Three formally notified the
United Nations Security Council yesterday that they would not negotiate with Russia on any dispute over Germany until the Berlin blockade is lifted unconditionally.

French Troops Seize Nine More Mines
PARIS (UP)Troops and security police brushed aside slight
opposition of Communist-led strike pickets and seized nine more floodmenaced pits in the Central France coal fields.

Popular Students Wed Communists Flop In German Election
Lorraine Anderson and Al Raffaelli exchanged vows recently in
the Stone church of Willow Glen.
Mrs. Raffaelli is a former San
Jose State student, and her husband is now a junior on campus.
Raffaelli is a member of Blue
Key, and heads the Spartan Rally
committee.

Those students who have music
in their souls and would like to
hear it produced are requested by
Ray Bishop, 1948-49 Revelries director, to write it up and turn it
in to Nick Lickwar, assistant director, Tommy Pratt, music director, or to himself.
"This year’s ’Revelries’ is going
to be a revue, created and produced by Spartans, and we want
original material, musical nunsben, and skits," said Bishop.
He stressed that all material
may not be used, but hopeful composers should submit their efforts
for consideration.
"After all," he explained, "we
must have material from which to
choose, and we want to see all
that is available."
Bishop has previously expressed
his determination to see that all
choices of material and players
will be on the basis of quality and
talent alone.
"If your stuff is good, we’ll use
It. If it doesn’t fit in, we’re sorry,
but we will have to reject it," he
emphasized.
Musical numbers will be accepted for consideration on Oct. 21 in
the Revelries office below the Morris Dailey stage. Final date for
submitting musical scores will be
Nov. 3, according to Bishop.

Sorenson To Speak
Before SJS Groups

"KING LEAR" October 28

PARIS, Oct. 19 (UP) --The United Nations Security Council
dered both Arabs and Jews to accept an immediate cease-fire in
six-day-old battle of the Negev.
Dr. Ralph Bunche, acting Palestine mediator, appealed to
Council for the prder after reporting that appeals by himself and
truce supervision team had "failed to evoke adoption."
Egypt accepted his proposal for a cease-fire, Bunche said, but
Jewish reply "amounted to a rejection."

Bishop Calls For
Revelries Music

DUESSELDORF (UP)The Communists finished a poor fourth
in Sunday’s elections in the North Rhine-Westphalia district of the
British zone.

Reginald Sorenson, a member
of Britain’s parliament, will address two student groups here today, according to John Jacobson
of the Student Y. The organization is sponsoring his local appearances.
Sorenson will first address those
present at the "Dime-a-Mite" session to be held at the Student Y
lounge, 220 S. Seventh street, at
His topic will be
12:80 p.m.
"Forces in British Political We."
The gathering is open to all students who wish to attend.
At 1:30 p.m., Sorenson will
speak in room 121. His topic at
the second meeting will be "The
Price of Peace," Jacobson said.
Sorenson has traveled extensively, studying political, social,
and economic topics in many
countries. He is the author of
numerous articles, which have appeared in magazines and other
periodicals, Jacobson indicated.
His present lecture tour is sponsored by the Society of Friends.

Lost And Found Sale

Spartan Spears, service group,
will hold its quarterly sale of unclaimed lost and found articles
tomorrow, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
ROME (UP)U. S. Secretary of State George C. Marshall talked in front of Morris Daily auditowith Pope Pius XII for 30 minutes yesterday about "peace and the rium, according to President Joan
good of humanity."
Hale.

Marshall Confers With Pope Pius

Coach Charlie Walker used the
same seven men In all three contests and although they were a
tired bunch of boys, they bore up
under the strain and after a tough
tussle came out the victors.
,n the first game with California, the scoring team of Bob
Keeler and Gene Foley scored
four and two goals respectively to
lead the Spartans to victory. The
fine team play of the Spartans
was the deciding factor in the
closely fought game.

TIRED BUT RUGGED
After nosing out the Bears, the
tired Spartans again took to the
water and took on a fresh and
eager seven Indians from Stanford. Again it was Bob Keeler
and Gene Foley who tossed in the
pointers with help from Fred
Keeler scored five,
Hanssen.
Foley one, and Hanssen looped
one in to close the scoring for the
evening. The defensive play was
perfect as the weary boys encountered the boys from Palo
Alto. Borchers played a terrific
game for Stanford.
CAL FALLS AGAIN
The California team, already
once-beaten by the local team,
proved they were as good a team
as they indicated when San Jose
dumped them 8-7, Oct. 8. It was
a tight defensive game throughout.
In the previous night’s game
with the Olympic club of San
Francisco, Coach Charlie Walker’s
charges edged out the Bay Area
boys, 5-4. Facing another strong
team the second night, the water
poloists proved their mettle and
dunked a somewhat favored California team.
TIRED BUT HAPPY
With only one hour’s rest after
the first contest, the septet from
San Jose dove in and thrashed a
fresh crew of Indians thoroughly
and decidedly. The Sparta men
were tired, very tired, but they
fought their way to the National
Championship.
Special recognition should be
given to the fine play of Tom
Daly, Dave Thomson, Howie Ruweeler, Fred Hanssen, Gene Foley, and Al Grass.

Tickets For COP-SJS
Grid Game Available
Tickets for the College of Pacific vs. San Jose State grid classic are now available to Associated Student Body card holders
at the Graduate Manager’s office.
The ducats should be called for
as soon as possible to avoid a last
minute rush. There will be no
charge for student body card
holders.
Reports from Lodi, where the
game will be held a week from
Saturday, predict a sold-out stadium.
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BUY A TICKET NOW
Throughout the remainder of this week Spartan volunteers will
audit all classes with absolutely no intention of listening to lectures.
Instead they will disrupt the flow of supervised learning just long
enough to collect about $5500 . . provided we each think the
Community Chest is worth eighty cents of our money.
Eighty cents. The price of an average down town movie which
provides three hours of perishable entertainment. Yet that same
eighty cents, multiplied by 7000, will provide the local Community
Chest with more than our share.
It is difficult to trace that eighty cents. Not a single contributor
will be able to see his particular piece of change doing actual good.
The good comes in chunks, the result of a lot of money, given by a
lot more people.
Your money will go to the YMCA, YWtA, boy and girl scout
organizations, hospitals, and needy families. It will enhance the
physical and mental health of our community.
When these Spartan volunteers visit one of your classes, can you
take time out and forget your problems long enough to help others?
An eighty-cent movie ticket brings you three hours of life on a
superficial basis.
Eighty cents to the Community best is your ticket to the
greatest show on earth . . .the actual betterment of human living.

Scientist C. Glud, In 2848 A. D.,
Reveals His Findings At Site
Of Old Washington Square
By PHIL SMITH

SPARTOONS

By Al Johns

By DAN VVECK

HEAR FROM THERE
Washington Staten just don’t
SAY that they are back of the
team; they SHOW their support
by having "color days."
Color day, a recently revived
tradition at Washington State
college, is held on the day preceding each football game. Everyone possessing college sweaters
wear them on these days. Organizations such as the Rally
committee, various block societies
and honor organizations strut
their stuff in the appropiate
jacket or sweater. The remainder
of the student body, not to be
outdone by the lettermen and
rally committee, shows its loyalty
to old WSC by wearing rooters’
caps. Such spirit!
Now that our Spartans are
smashing the opposition, we, the
people who watch the other guys
get the hard bumps, should show
our appreciation for the wonderful comeback our team is making
by having a SJS Color Day. The
establishment of such a day in
San Jose might help to revive
some of that old Spartain Spirit
that has been so lacking this fall.
It’s an idea anyway.

By JACK GOLDEN

but to no avail; no sale. The
prices remained the same for
shmoo products as they had been
for the old fashiened type. Split
shmoo soup sold for 25c, and
shmoo loaf, surprisingly like meat
loaf, sold for 35c. The students
are boycotting the cafeteria by
buying live shmoos at the bookstore for two cents per slunoo.
That bookstore is even more
crowded than the Spartan Shop
or Cal Book is during registration
days.
If "Lil’ Abner’s S1117100 fails to
outrun Daisy Mae’s she SIITI100,
San Jose Staters may yet be able
to order shmoo-nuts and stunof fee
with shmeam and shmugar. The
millenhun is near at hand
maybe.
Ever wonder why a person
chooses to teach physical ed? A
former Spartan, Elmer Johnson by
name, revealed all to a reporter
from the Santa Clara "Hi Times."
Johnson, who is a P.E. instructor at Santa Clara High
school, was asked why a man becomes a P. E. teacher. He replied
that security, a permanent job,
and a small retirement pension
helped him choose physical education for a profession." However, most important, The Times
quoted him, "in P. E. he could
deal with human beings, not with
cold machines. Human beings are
o.k., but machines can’t talk
back."

Coop gourmets should be thankful that they aren’t practicing
tbeir art in the cafeteria .on the
"Gauchos" Santa Barbara campus. Seems as if there is price
trouble down south.
"El Gaucho," student publication, reports that prices are outrageous. In an attempt to deflate
prices, students requested the
serve
manager
to
cafeteria
Laugh, and the world laughs
"shmoo." He refused. They insisted. The pressure was tremen- with you; weep, and you weep
dous. Finally, shmoo day arrived. aloneWilcox.

Findings of excavaSUBJECT:
tions around site of ancient
city of San Jose and teaching
academy in that city.
To members of the American
Archeological Society:

"CAMPUS MADNESS: FALL . ."
A rum to turn, arum to turn, hear the roar of the pounding drum,
Ta is is rasa, is ta tarsaa, the trumpet sounds, and here they come!
They’re big and they’re huaky, they’re strong, and they’re tough,
They’re short and they’re tall, they’re long and they’re rough,
They thrill to the roar of the band and the crowd,
They charge on the field, and the roar grows loud.
Then silence.
The snap of the ball, the thud of the block,
The beautiful pass, the line like a rock.
A wide sweeping run, a lateral toss,
Short pass over center, while both ends cross.
A downfleld block, a ref in the way,
And when they score It’s a glorious day.
Football’s in your blood, it’s in the air,
The halftime pageant, like a carnival fair.
The drum majorettes with the marching bands,
The card tricks and yells and roar of the stands.
And then
Back on the field the two teams come,
With the shriek of the trumpet and roll of the drum.
They huddle and charge, they run and they pass,
And if we’re ahead, they’re "just not in our class,"
We score, they score, again and again,
The kicking’s stupendous, STOP HIM (amen).
The hour’. near over, they’re "stopping the clock,"
They can’t make a yard, that line’s like a rock,
The tension mounts higher, the crowd shrieks off steam,
The gun. It’s over. All hall our brave team.
We won.

DATE: October, 2848 A.D.

"I said without cream!"
’\

SPARTANETTE TOURS
THE NATION; VISITS U. N.
By MARGARET CASE
Most easterners think that people from the West are from Hollywood or are Indians," said Miss Ruth McQueen, San Jose State college student.
"This is just one thing I learned this summer. I was glad to tell
others about the West, and it was nice to have an opportunity to see

REMEMBER,
NOVEMBER

how the other half of the country
lived while I vacationed."

ATTENDS CONVENTION
She attended the. Kappa Phi
national convention at Wellesley
college in Massachusetts this sumRemember, remember, all through mer. Miss McQueen, last year’s
November,
president of Kappa Phi, a national
That fiendish Tigerin plot.
Methodist club for women, s#1c1
They painted our campus, arrested that 310 delegates came from
our pilots,
over the United States to attend
And on our poor team they sot.
the seven-day convention.
Awaken, awaken, and don’t be
She is a junior merchandising
mistaken,
student
from Los Gatos and likes
They’ll try it again this year.
So, Spartans, to arms and each to to travel. This summer’s trip was
her most extensivp and most memthe rally,
And beat back each dangerous orable. She said her vacation was
"one that could happen only once
COP sally,
in a life-time for me."
Soaring, and roaring, and cheering
Seeing much of the United
our team,
Showing our spirit bold,
States by trai n, she took the
Shouting and pouting, and letting northern route and circled back
off steam,
through the southern states. "Of
We’ll stop Pacific cold.
all the cities I visited, I liked
LeBaron and Heck, their whole Boston, New York, Washington,
team we’ll wreck,
D.C., and New Orleans the best."
And grind them into the mire,
ATTENDS UN MEET
If all stand together and show no
"Boston," she said, "is where I
white feather,
had my first airplane ride.
Of rallies and raids never tire.
I was also able to go, along
We must show our spirit, this stain
with a few other girls, to the
we must clear it,
So gather each time that you’re United Nation s’ conference at
Lake Success, and we were lucky
called.
Revenging, eventing, and showing enough to sit directly behind the
76 delegates. We were provided
that Tiger
How thoroughly he can be mauled. with ar phones so that we could
So gather you Spartans, make hear everything that was being
said."
merry and sing,
"Near this old city," she added
To help beat Pacific this year,
And when it is over, make the humorously, "I was surprised to
see the red school house where
bells ring,
Mary brought her little lamb. It
And gather once more to cheer.
is not just a fairy tale."

ALLENIANS TO JOIN
NATIONAL GROUP
Future affiliation with Kappa
Kappa Gamma, national women’s
fraternity, is currently being planned by members of the Allenian
society with the aid of Marge
Lawrence, graduate counselor.
Highlight of the last meeting
was the initiation of five new
members at the home of Bea Hohman, recording secretary.
The initiates were Marsha MillsJacMathson,
paugh,
Nancy
queline Van Arsdale, Helen Simmons, and Geraldine Swartz.

THE BIG CITY
Like the typical girl from a
small town, Miss-c McQueen was
amazed by the big stores and tall
buildings and subways of New
York City. "I was just one more
sight-seer thrilled with a boat ride
past the Statue of ,Liberty and
with the elevator rides to the top
of the Empire State building.
Rockefeller center and Radio city
were everything I heard they
Were."
Another large and picturesque
city she enjoyed was Washington,
D.C. She said she was glad to
see the capitol building and Pres-

Our findings, while not conclusive, do unearth further information about these prehistoric people. Our latest diggings were in
the area once known as "wash
square," if we are to believe a
broken stone tablet unearthed in
the area.
Rather far beneath the surface
we came upon what must have
been a chicken house, the word
"coop" still visible over the door.
Within this ruin was found the
remains of ancient "books" and
newspapers. Investigation of these
led us to believe that the ancient
were interested in a game known
as "footskin" or "pass the pig."
It seems as though a group of
persons known as "spartans,"
(possibly these were slaves captured during the last atomic war),
were given a pig and made to
chase the animal about a grassy
field. When one of the "spartans"
managed to catch the pig, he attempted to run home with the
creature, apparently to cook it for
his dinner. The rest of the captives then made an attempt to
catch the one with the pig and
kill the "spartan" before he made
his way out of the playing field.
It is logical to assume, and Dr.
Fairway agrees with us on this,
that the "spartan" successful in
making off with the pig was
granted his freedom and allowed
to mingle with the "freemen" who
kept the chicken coop in "wash
square."
Another important finding was
in a document which pointed to
the--tevolutionary spirit of the
times and indicated the lawlessness of the early inhabitants. We
found a nearly rotted piece of
paper containing the words "Murder COP."
After fumigating the ruins, Dr.
Fairway and our crew will again
lake pick in hand and attempt
further excavations.
DR. CHARLEMAGNE GLUD

VERUTTI REACHES
QUARTER-FINALS
Spartan Golf Star Howard Verutti shot consecutive 68’s to reach
to reach the quarter-finals of the
Pasatiempo club championships at
Santa Cruz last weekend. Verutti will meet the favorite, Buddy
Troyer, Saturday.
ident Truman’s house. She also
observed the historical Declaration
of Independence. "Washington is
a beautiful, well -planned city with
plenty of shade trees on its wide
streets.
"New Orleans is the city I love,"
the Spartah said enthusiastically,
"because it is romantic." She
liked the French quarter with its
quaint, narrow streets and old
buildings. "I was thrilled to dance
on the Mississippi river," she said,
"since I was fortunately able to
ride on a river boat on Saturday
night."
Better unborn than untaught.
Plato

HI-Ya,
Guys and Gals!
We Ara Hare To Give You Service
U -SAVE 31/2 cents per gal.
ON ETHYL GAS

SAAV ON

SERVICE STATION
4+11 and Wilhi., St.
San Jose
Sal. Sill

Faculty Gives
Tea Honoring Spartan Lads, Lassies Tell
Miss Beattie Plans To Give Up Single Bliss
SPARTAN DAILY
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Miss Jane /3eattle, new instrucor in the Home Econ.orstics
department, was honored by a
tea Wednesday afternoon by faculty members in the Home Economics lounge. The honoree, from
San Mateo, was graduated from
San Jose State college, and has
been teaching in the Healdsbmg
high school. Miss Beattie is now
in charge of the Home ManageThe former Virginia Lee Byers ment house and will teach related
Herr became the bride of Lt. subjects.
Comdr. Neil Allan MacKinnon at
Pouring at the tea from 4 to
a recent wedding in the Church
o’clock were Miss Janice Low5
of the Wayfarer, Carmel.
ery of the Library and Dr. LilMrs. MacKinnon attended San
lian Billington of the Education
Jose State college, and her social
department. From 5 until 6 o’clock
affiliations are La Fldele and
Miss Doris Robinson, director of
Gamma Phi Beta.
placement, and Mrs. Glaydes VoThe bridegroom, who graduated
gelman of the Art department
from Annapolis in 1941, is in his
presided.
third year of graduate work in
Miss Helen Dimick, Dean of
aeronautical engine4ring at California Institute of Technology, Women, Miss Helen Mignon, Miss
Bettie, and Dr. Margaret Jones of
Pasadena.
the Home Economics department
were in the receiving line. Later
Miss Pauline Lynce, Miss Joyce
Bolton, and Mime Martha Thomas
of the Home Economics department received the guests.

Cupid’s Arrows Find Mark;
Five More Couples Are Wed
McIntosh-O’Brien

Herr-MacKinnon

Former Spartan Jill McIntosh
became Mrs. Russell O’Brien Oct.
19 in St. Patrick’s church.
A reception honoring the couple was held in the Sainte Claire
hotel following the noon ceremony.
Mrs. O’Brien is affiliated with
Delta Iota Chi and Kappa Alpha
Theta.
O’Brien is a graduate of Bellarmine college preparatory, and
attended the University of Santa
Clara.

Worden-Johnson
Two former Spartans to add
their names to the list of newlyweds this season were Miss Lois
Worden and Robert P. Johnson.
The formal ceremony, which
was held In Trinity Episcopal
church, took place in the late
afternoon. Mrs. Carol Anderson,
sister of the bride, was matron of
honor, and bridesmaids were Mrs.
Jack Silve and Mrs. Irving Vining.
Nelson Fletcher attended the
benedict as best man, and ushers
were Donald Woodward and Robert Lilja.
While on campus. Johnson was
a member of Spartan Knights and
Delta Sigma Gamma.

Jones-Taggart
A May-time wedding united
Melva Lucille Jones and Lawrence
D. Taggart, both freshmen students at San Jose State.
The ceremony was performed
in Bakersfield at the home of the
bride’s parents.
The former Miss Jones is an
education major, and Taggart is
majoring in public administration.
Mrs. Taggart is a member of
Sigma Kappa.
Her husband Is
affiliated with Theta Mu Sigma.
The couple are now residing in
San Jose while they continue their
studies.
A fanatic is one who, having
lost sight of his aim, redoubles his
ef fort .San t ayana.

Whearty Weds
Howard Plumn

The First Presbyterian church
of Santa Maria was the setting
for the wedding of Miss Ruth
Whearty, who became the bride
of Howard Allen Plumn, senior
art major, in September.
Only relatives and close friends
attended the ceremony at which
Miss Dorothy Whearty, sister of
the bride, was maid of honor. The
bride’s gown was of traditional
white satin with off -the-shoulder
neckline and long sleeves coming
to points over the hands.
Her
fingertip veil fell from a beaded
crown.
The maid of honor wore a gown
of mauve taffeta fashioned similarly to that of the bride.
Bill Harkness attended as best
man, and serving as ushers were
Terry Sheehy and Robert Sheehy.
A receptIr ifellibwed at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tuthill, long-time friends of the family, after which the bride and
groom left for a honeymoon in
Pass Robles.
Mr. ’and Mrs. Plumn are both
attending San Jose State college
this year, and for the present are
residing at 547 Vine street in San
Jose.
The bride is a senior general
elementary major and a member
of Sigma Kappa sorority. Plumn
is working toward a special secondary degree In art.

A PENNY EARNED

A PENNY SAVED

Golden West Dry Cleaners
Buttons sewed onRips and fears repaired
Close to town
Close to College
SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
275 E. William
25-29 S. Third Street
332 L Santa Clara St.
24th and Santa Clara St.

1199 Franklin - Santa Clare
Ballard 60
Main Plant
231 Willow
1335 Lincoln

DAILY LUNCHEON
50
Also Fine Homemade Chili

DONUTS end COFFEE

15
Donuts To Go!
Made Tend’r Fresh
Three Times Daily

SPARTAN DONUT SHOP
125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

Spartans Take
Marital Step
Two formpr Spartans recently
united in marriage at Trinity
Lutheran church of Willow Glen,
were Miss Janet Hauptman and
Stewart Wobber.
Miss Martha Sue Fletcher, cousin of the bride, was maid of
were
the
bridesmaids
honor,
Shirley
Chase,
Adele
Misses
Hitchman, Margot Miller, and
Mrs. Donald Carroll.
Acting as best man for his
brother was Donald R. Wobber.
Ushers were Dr. Ward L. Hart
and Bruce Hart, cousins of the
benedict, John Jorgenson and J.
Burdette Nelson Jr., cousin of the
bride.
The bride attended San Jose
college for two years after her
graduation from Abraham Lincoln High school in San Jose.
Webber was graduated from
San Jose State college In June,
and holds membership in Phi
Delta Theta fraternity.
After a wedding trip to British
Columbia, the newlyweds will
make their home in Los Gatos.

Phi Alpha Theta
Initiates Two
Winifred Helm and Charles
Burdick will be initiated into the
campus chapter of Phi Alpha
Theta, national honorary history
fraternity, on the evening of Oct.
21, in the student union, according
to Jackie Townsend, president.
Following the initiation ceremonies will be a dinner at Bohannon’s restaurant, with Dr. WilPoytress, head of the social
science department, as guest
speaker.
The fraternity came on campus
last spring quarter and has a
membership of 11 faculty members and four students. Dr. Dudley Moorehead is fraternity adviser.

Theta Mu Sigma
Holds Smoker
Theta Mu Sigma social fraternity played host to 24 guests at
a dinner and smoker in the fraternity’s house at 191 South 10th
street last week. The affair was
the fraternity’s second smoker pt
the quarter.
Rush captains Floyd Hunter and
Ed O’Donnell were in charge of
arrangements.

Fraternity Holds
Smoker Tonight
Kappa Sigma Kappa fraternity
will hold a smoker tonight at 8
p.m. at 596 S. Tenth street, according to an announcement by
Rick Schuman. All members and
to attend.
pledges are

urged
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Shirley Tallman

Jeanette Wood

Shirley Tallman passed the traditional chocolates to her Alpha
Omicron Pi sisters recently to announce her engagement to Jack
Donaldson.
Miss Tallman is a junior drama
major from San Jose, and serves
as junior class representative to
the Student CounciL
Donaldson is a third year P.E.
major from Redwood City. He is
a member of the Spartan football
varsity, and is active in the campus R.O.T.C.

Miss Jeanette Wood, senior art
major, announeed her engagement to Charles Phillips at the
wedding of the former Miss Barbara Donoho and Dudley Blabon,
Sept. 12.
Phillips, a graduate student in
education now at Stanford, and a
member of Mu Delta Pi, graduated from San Jose State college
last year.

Ann Quigley

At the Oct. 13 meeting of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority, Miss Ann
Quigley, junior general elementary major, passed a box of chocolates to announce her engagewent to Tom McColley.
McColley is a junior science major, and a member of Mu Delta
Dudley Blabon, junior biological Pi social fraternity.
science major, was elected president of Mu Delta Pi fraternity at
a meeting held last week, accordAnother recent engagement is
ing to a recent announcement.
Other officers elected were: Bar- thaat of Miss Marjorie Mehalich,
ton Johnston, vice - president; junior math major, to Barton
George Willey, treasurer; Tom Johnston, senior chemistry major.
Miss Mehallch is a member of
McColley, secretaryl George Link,
correcponding secretary; Rex Par- Gamma PI Epsilon, honorary math
rish, pledge captain; and Bob fraternity, and Johnston is a
member of Mu Delta Pi social
Cole, sergeant -at -arms.
Arrangements were made for a fraternity.
pledge dinner to be held Wednesday 7:30 p.m. at Lucca’s restaurant. Guest speakers at the dinChocolates pegged among Delta
ner will be Lowell C. Pratt, ad- Zeta& recently, revealed the envisor, and Wilbur C. Wok, hon- gagement of Betty Brisbin to
orary advisor.
Roger FranoeschL

Mu Delta Pi
Elects Prexy

Marjorie Mehalich

Betty Brisbin

Miss Brisbin is a junior art
major, and serves as student body
Social Affairs chairman.
Franceschl is attending Loyola
University Medical school in ChiApproximately 35 members of cago at the present time.
Delta Zeta sorority were enterNo date has been set for the
tained at a recent party in the wedding.
Sigma Kappa house, 188 S. 11th
street, by members of that organization, according to Shirley
Mr. and Mrs. 0. H. Stenehjem of
Zeese, publicity manager.
Bakersfield announced the engageGuests were conducted on a
ment of their daughter, Jacquelyn
tour of the house after which re (Jackie), to Earl Caatner, son of
treatments were served. EnterMr. and Mrs. A. E. Castner of
tainment included a hula dance by
312 S. 18th street at a breakfast
Janet Larke with Nona Brown
recently.
playing the ukelele. Joanne EllaHeld at the Bakersfield Motel
son sang and played the piano.
Inn in Bakersfield, the breakfast
was attended by a number of Miss
Stenehjem’s friends.
Miss Stenehjem is a junior majoring in advertising and has been
active on several school commitMarshall DeBischopp will serve tees.
as grand master of Delta Theta
Castner is a senior engineering
Omega fraternity for the coming student and a member of Theta
year, according to a recent an- Chi fraternity.
nouncement.
Other officers inThe date for the wedding has
clude Frank Horst, master; Clyde not been set.
Hewitt, secretary; Dick Freeman,
treasurer; and Evans Elbe, serJUST 2 BLOCKS OFF CAMPUS
geant -at -arms.
Activities of the organization
this quarter so far include a
giliTC/00"zike
smoker held last week at the
newly acquired fraternity house
at Third and Virginia streets. Special guest of the evening was
Julie Melendez, who entertained
the group with a series of card
tricks.
Movies were shown as
part of the evening’s entertainment.

Sorority Gives
Party For Drs

Jacquelyn Stenehjem

DeBischopp Is New
DTO Frat Master

as
A.I.NT WALLPAPER

JACK BENNY
Stars in

TO BE OR NOT TO BE
CAROLE LOMBARD
This Sunday night, Eskay productions are presenting
the groat Ernst Lubitsch hit, "To B. Or Not To Be."
The film is by far Jack Bonny’s best screen performonce. Co-starring with him is Carole Lombard, this
being her last film before her death. The story tells
of a struggling theatrical group in Poland in the
face of the oncoming Nazi assault in the late thirties.
Laughs and fun -provoking situations run throughout
the presentation handled uniquely by the famed
"Lubitsch" touch.
This week will also see the start of the new Eskay
killer-diner western
serial. This season, it will be
starring Los Chaney, Jr. The title: "Overland Mail."
A Laurel end Hardy short and community sing round
out the show.

TO BE OR NOT TO BEL
Morris
Sunday 7:30 p.m.

Dailey
25c all

seats

1
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Academy Accepts STUDENT "Y" ACTIVITIES
DEAN ELDER ISSUES CALL FrangionesEtching; Lake Outing Planned Fallico Leads Seminar
FOR MORE STUDENTS
Is On Exhibit In N. Y.
IN TEACHER -TRAINING
By HENRY
What about a teaching career?
Over 1400 of the 7066 present enrollment in the college are started in that direction. Why not
more?
In a recent interview with Dr.
Jay C. Elder, dean of general education, some interesting fact& and
figures about teaching were revealed.
ONLY EIGHT REMAIN
Dr. Elder stated there are at
present on this campus eight of
the original faculty members who
were here when San Jose State
became a four-year institution.
Prior to 1921, according to the
dean, this college was a state normal school and granted no degrees.
The objective at that time was
thotrainhig of general elementary
and kindergarten-primary teachers.
Ia September, 1921, San Jose
State opened for the first time as
a four-year college offering a program leading toward the A. B.
degree. The program was gradually expanded until today there are
many curricula leading to other
objectives than teaching.
SPARTA’S "OLD-TIMERS"
’Mere are many instructors
who have been here for over a
quarter of a century, but eight of
the original faculty are still active," said Dr. Elder.
Miss Katharine H. Hall, associate professor of education, was
then’ as now in the Education department.
Dr. Karl S. Hazeltine, now professor of nature study, was director of physical education and instructor in agriculture.
Miss Clara Hinze, now an assistant professor of geography in
the Social Science department, was
In the Geography department in
1921.
Miss Helen L. Mignon, professor
of home economics, was a member
of that department during the
transition year.
Benjamin W. Spaulding, at
present associate professor of industrial arts, was in the same department in 1921.
Miss Margaret M. Twombly was
in physiology. At present she is
director of Student Health Service
and professor of health and hygiene.
Miss Mabel Crumby, who was in
the Education department then,
is now an assistant professor of
education.
Dr. Elder, dean of general education and professor of biology
now, was head of the Biology department in 1921.

The National Academy of Design in New York City has accepted an etching from Louis
PLYMIRE
Frangione, junior commercial art
dates for teaching. This repre- major, for an exhibit of top prosents a little over one-fifth of the fessional work in that field.
student body. While this is a large
Currently on exhibition at the
figure, it actually will not be
academy is the best work of the
enough to fill the needs of the
Society of American Etchers,
teaching professkon," according to
Lithographers, and Woodcutters
Dr. Elder.
from all over the United States,
according to Dr. Marques Reitzel,
A WORTHY PROFESSION
"There must be something of Art department head. "It is a high
great value that holds people in honor to have Frangione’s etchthis profession. The eight of us ing accepted in the face of the
who have served in it over 27 terrific competition of the best
years and the many others on men in tihat field," Reitzel dethis campus who have 25 years of clared.
teaching experience are proof of
that." "In this period of economic
and political adjustment, when
students are thinking about their
places for the future," explained
the dean, "it would be in line with
good planning to consider the opportunities available for service
in the field of teaching. If these
teachers, with so many years of
service behind them, have found
happiness and satisfaction, the
profession shoyld appeal to a larger number."

SJS Scribe Now On
Monterey Herald
Paul Cane, who will receive his
A. B. degree in journalism Dec.
17, recently was appointed fulltime sports editor of the Monterey
Peninsula Herald.
Cane now is serving his interne ship with the Herald and replaces
Ted Durien, present managing editor. In Durien’s column Oct. 14,
Cane was introduced to Herald
readers as the first full-time
sports editor in the paper’s history.
Originally from San Francisco,
Cane served as Surrunertimes editor at the last session. He attended San Francisco City and
San Jose State colleges. His sport
was baseball, in which he starred
as a catcher with the Spartan
varsity.
His first daily column, "Cane’s
Corner," was carried in the introductory issue. The column is a
continuation of his college series.

Pre-Legal Group
Meets Thursday

Frangione, who used to live in
Brooklyn, N. Y., admitted to Reitzel that he lacked the nerve to
enter his work when he lived in
New York.
He now lives in San Jose.

Strawberry lake, 30 miles east
of Sonora in the Sierras, will be
the scene of this week end’s threeday outing which will be the first
of this year’s Student Y retreats,
according to Bobbe Hillis, chairman of the committee in charge
of the event.

Dr. Arturo Faille() of the college Philosophy department addressed 20 students last night at
St. Paul’s Methodist church on
the topic, "What Is Religion?",
according to Marie Herold, chairman of the Student Y committee
sponsoring the event.

Those attending the outing, attendance of which is limited to a
maximum of 50 students, must
sign up at the Student Y lounge,
220 S. Seventh street, not later
than 4:30 p.m. Thursday, Miss
Hillis said, Tentative cost per student has been set at $4.00.

The talk and the discussion
which followed was first of a series
of seven such seminars which will
center around the theme of "Comparative Religions," Miss Herold
said. Subsequent discussions will
deal with other phases of the
topic, she added.

Attendance is open to all students, she added.
Those going on the outing will
leave the Y lounge at 6:00 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 22, Miss Hillis continued, except for those making
special arrangements in order that
they may attend the Santa Barbara football ’game.
The party will return from
Strawberry lake Sunday afternoon, it was stated.

The seminar sessions are being
sponsored as part of the off-campus discussion program of the
Student Y, she indicated, and are
open to all students.

Magazine to Offer Goldthwaite To Speak
Lab Training Course
Good Housekeeping magazine,
in collaboration with the American
Home Economics association, will
offer a six-month training course
in the laboratories of the Good
Housekeeping institute to a limited group of home economics graduates. Trainees will be paid at the
rate of $35 a week. Transportation costs from trainees’ homes
to New York .City at the start
of the program will be paid. It
also will be paid from New York
City to their homes at the termination of training.
This training is being offered
to home economics graduates as a
public service. It will begin on
Feb. 11, 1949. The object is to
make available to industry more
trained home economists. Those
who may apply include home economics graduates and seniors with
a major in any of the fields of
home economics.
Applications must be made on
blanks provided by the Good
Housekeeping institute. Stqdents
may obtain application blanks by
writing
to Katharine Fisher,
director, Good Housekeeping institute, 57th street at Eighth
avenue, New York 19, N. Y.

=

TROPICAL ART
& GIFT SHOP

=
-=

"The Problem of Faith" will be
discussed at the World Relatedness seminar to be held tonight
at the Student Y lounge, according to Miss Mary Minshall, chairmanY of the committee sponsoring
the event. Speaker will be the
Rev. Goldthwaite.
The meeting will convene at
7:30 p.m. at the Y lounge, 220 S.
Seventh street. Refreshments will
be served, she said.

DR. JAMES CLANCY
NAMES PAGANEW
KING LEAR’S FOOL
A change in the cast for King
Lear has been announced by Dr.
James Clancy, director. Dick Paganelli has been cast in the part
of King Lear’s Fool in place of
Orestes D’Anna.
Full rehearsals started yesterday on the tragedy, Clancy said,
and rehearsals with props will
start tomorrow. Sunday the entire
cast will get into costume for costume rehearsals, he added.
Dr. Clancy said the play is progressing better than expected, and
It should be an excellent presentation opening night.

Spartan cagers won 23 games
= Best Selection of Reasonably Priced
and lost 9 last year to capture
Members of the Pre-legal club
Costume Jewelry in Town
the CCAA crown, and represent
will meet in room B-2 at 2:30 p.m. = 10 E. SAN FERNANDO COL 853 =
=
this
district in the NAIB tourna21,
according
"The
on Oct.
to Owen M.
personal interest shop"
ment at Kansas City.
Broyles, advisor.
All students planning to go into
law work are urged by Broyles to
attend the meeting. Four-year
studenth as well as transfer students are invited. Broyles points
out that law schools now prefer
students with A. B. degrees.
Twelve former members of the
club are now practicing law in San
Jose.
Persons unable to attend are
requested to leave their names
and addresses with Broyles in
"KNOWN FOR GOOD FOOD"
room 26.
17 E. Santa Clara St.

TEACHING RICH EXPERIENCE
The dean believes that teachers
enjoy rich experiences because
they have cultivated teaching as
an opportunity for service. He
states that these teachers who
have been in close association with
students for over a quarter of a
century, have acquired a true appreciation of the character qualities of men and women. "These
teachers have contributed much
to the development of the cultural
PHOENIX, ARIZ, Oct. 19 (UP)
and professional growth of this
A quarter -page ad in Arizona
college," said Dr. Elder.
papers today begged Mike "to
ENROLLMENT INCREASES
come home" and offered a reward
"Before 1921, the entire student of $50 for his return and recovbody of this institution, number- ery.
ing 577, was heading toward eduMike is a black and white longcation as a life’s work. Today, haired shepherd dog and is the
with an enrollment of 7066 stu- subject of the biggest "hunt"
dents, there are over 1400 candi- since the days of the Old West.

Our Dining Room Is Available
For Parties Up to 75 . . .

Y Selects Cabinet
Five new members were selected for the Student Y cabinet at
its meeting Monday night, it has
been learned from Bruce McNeil,
president of the organization.
Those
selected
were:
Fred
Meischke, chairman of the housing committee; Marge Nelson,
editor of the Student Y "News";
Jack Johnson, special events chairman; Jeannine Churcihill, "Campus-Y’d" supper program chairman; and Faith Wilson, YWCA.
representative.
The new officers were selected
to fill vacancies, McNeil added,
which have occurred with the departure of Y cabinet members
who served during the spring.
In 1931, College of Pacific
downed San Jose State college on
the gridiron by a 27 to 0 score,
but it was 16 years before the
Tigers won another game.
Support the Daily Advertisers ! !

Elect
WM.
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S. PFEIFLE

Supervisor
2nd District

Bill Pfeifle is a veteran of
5 years combat duty. He
is young, aggressive, educated for the job. He
faces Y 0 U R problems!

PFEIFLE NOV.nd

Mike, Come Home!

FALLING HAIR-DRY SCALP?
Give your halt this ’TROFESSIONAL LS. TREATMENT’
Par aro Ikon 31:1 loos Le. Ass bilged abstain* upon
thawed& od otio sod woman to Wpm* *it ir. Lb.
considett
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"HE’S GONNA BE HERE"
FridayOctober 22nd
AT POPULAR PRICES

igi2L1’)/77AP
BaLLROOM

That genial Irish Gentleman who zoomed "I’M LOOKING
OVER A FOUR LEAF CLOVER" and "BLUE BIRD OF
HAPPINESS" into nationally famous hits.

ART MOONEY
and His FAMOUS ORCHESTRA
20Artists--20
FEATURING

BUD BREES, EDDIE COLLINS, JOHNNY LAMONTE,
BILLY DEE and KERWIN SOMERVILLE

"You’ll be sorry if you miss this one!!!"
"Mt

JOHNS. NAMEPLATES FATHER
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A nameplate is born.
From Spartoons to Sportoons, the artistic.
dreams of Cartoonist Al Johns are now inscribed
for posterity.
This latest added creation, the Sports nameplate, was volunteered (Who said "volunteered"?
Johns was practically driven to it by Sports Editor
Bob Blackmon’s pleading and begging!) by Johns,
the man with the artistic, creative mind.
"The camera symbolizes the clear-cut sports
picture presented by the Spartan Daily," quotes
Blackmon.

THE SECOND GUESS
By CARL UNDERWOOD
. The Spartan grid machine, which sputtered along against Stanford, was stalled completely by Nevada’s powerful Wolfpack, and began picking up speed against Puget Sound and Pepperdine, is now
hitting on all 16 cylinders.
Coach Bill Hubbard’s Golden Raiders roared through a Cal Poly
eleven Saturday which was rated the best in Mustang history. Had
the first team played the entire game, the 47-7 score would have been
much higher. Third and fourth string Spartan backs had little difficulty reeling off long runs as the line consistently opened up gaping
holes in Cal Poly’s line.

Spartans In Good
Shape For Gaucho
Football Contest

SF Olympic Club
Wins Wrestling
At Portola Meet

SJSC - OREGON
BOTH CLAIM
TOP PUNTER

A strong San Francisco Olympic
club won the Portola Festival
Open Wrestling championships at
the San Francisco YMCA last
Saturday.
The club totaled 47
points, four times as much as
California, second) with 12.
A
five-man San Jose State team
finished third with 11 poi:its. The
San Francsco Y was fourth and
the Oakland Y finished last.
John Jackson took the Spartan’s only first place in the 135pound division. Bill Bothwell lost
to Cal’s Lee Christienson in the
121 -pound finals.
Christienson
was a member of the United
States Olympic team. Bill Wardrup and Keith Wilson won third
Jack Fourcade,
place medals.
fifth San Jose entry, was eliminated in the second round.

SAN FRANCISCO (UP)Importance of the kick in the game
of football, long minimized as
passe, apparently has become a
subject of great concern.

,afaisugs../RUsaism/PI/

OUT OF
THE PAST
20 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK
San Jose State Spartans will
play their second home game of
the season when they tangle with
the speedy eleven from Santa
Rosa Junior college.
Ed. Note: SJ 25, SR 0.

10 YEARS AGO TODAY
Anyone venturing out to Spartan Field yesterday afternoon
would have noticed the bustle
with which San Jose’s high scoring grid eleven went back to work
in preparation for Friday night’s
last home stand for a couple of
weeks.
Reason for the activity on the
local practice field seems to be
the fact that the Spartans have
a renewal of the annual battle
with College of Pacific here this
week.
Victors in five straight
games at home this season, the
Washington Square eleven tackles
the first of its "big three" 4
entriday night.
FAL Note: SJ 19, COP 6.

FIVE YEARS AGO TODAY
All girls interested in joining
the swimming club should come to
the pool at 7 o’clock tonight. The
club meets every Monday from
7 to 9.
Ed. Note: The only sports news
in this issue.

ONE YEAR AGO TODAY
A great San Jose State water
polo team led by Ed Rudloff and
Otis Keeler defeated the Stanford varsity, 7-5, at Palo Alto
yesterday.
It is difference of opinion that
makes horse races.Twain.

To hear the coaches boast,
moan or groan about it, kicking
is more important than the passing of a Frankle Albert or the
running of a Tommy Harmon.
At the Northern California
Football
Writers’
association
meeting Monday, it was a major
topic
of
conversation
among
coaches, publicity men and writers.

San Jose came out of the Cal
Poly grid battle last Saturday
with no serious injuries, but several Spartans received bumps and
bruises of the minor type.
Among the backs, Al Ce entina
I. suffering from a slig t elbow
injury, but will be in
e in
for the Santa Barbar
Spartan stadium Friday night.
The 155-lb. sophomore halfback
from Lincoln High In San Francisco has beeh improving by leaps
and bounds of late. He is rapidly
becoming the speediest member on
the squad, and is also developing
into an excellent broken field runner with the ability to cut on a
dime.

"We have the greatest kicker
of them all in Fred Lindsey," said
Danny Hill, tub-thumper for San
Captain Billy Parton received a
Jose State. "In 24 kicks this year charley horse against the Mushe has ’averaged 41 yards per tangs, but, along with Cementina,
boot,"
is taking part in practice sessions
Well, the first prevaricator (to and should be ready Friday.
be polite) never has a chance, so
up pope Ted Gebhart, former allcoast at Oregon, who now is assistant coach at Vallejo Junior
collegi.
"Shtix, fellers," said Gebhart,
"we have a fellow, Fred Dulaca,
who has averaged 45 yards per
kick all season and in the last
game had eight kicks averaging
48 yards."
Lynn (nippy) Waldorf, California’s genial coach, didn’t bother to get into the discussionespecially in view of what happened
Saturday.
His team made two
kicks for an average of 15.5 yards
per try! Of course, Cal was on
the long end of a 42-0 score
against Oregon State and the boys
probably weren’t trying too hard.
But that was nothing, look at
this:
"You guys ain’t seen nothing,"
said Cerro] Doty, publicity man
for College of Pacific.
"We kicked twice against Portland university Saturday and averaged two and one-half yards
per try. One was good for seven
yards; the other was blocked and
we lost two!"
Of course; all this conversation
was between young college fellows who probably couldn’t recall
the veterans like Jim Thorpe! or
in later years on the west coast,
Morley Drury of USC; and Bill
Steers, of Oregon, who used to
consistently *boot the pigskin 50
and 60 yards on an average per
game.

In the line, Left End Mel Stein
bruised his shoulder, but again
the injury was slight. Regular
Left Guard Joe Juliano, who has
already missed several games due
to a shoulder injury, is now bothered by a bad knee. The wound
does not appear to be serious, but
Coach Bill Hubbard is crossing his
fingers as injured knees are always unpredictable.
Tackle Elgin Martin has a sore
right foot and arch after having
it banged up in the Cal Poly clash,
but should also recover fully by
game time Friday.
Dale Fisher, a reserve guard,
however, will be out for several
weeks as the result of a dislocated
shoulder _received
..Monday’s
scrimmage. Fisher, who has been
warming the bench most of the
year, was just beginning to show
promise, according to Line Coach
Bob Bronzan.
The Spartans took part in an
intersquad scrimmage Monday in
which both passing and running
were stressed.
More offensive
drills were the order of the day
yesterday, while a shift to defensive practice is on tap tomorrow.

DEFENSIVE CHARGE
The defensive charge of San Jose linesmen was also outstanding.
Time after time they broke through to smear Mustang backs as they
attempted to run and pass. The weakest points in the team’s makeup
still appear to be pass defense and passing. If the Spartan line continues to rush the passer as they’ve been doing of late, there won’t
be much to worry about since the best pass defense is a hard-charging
line that constantly puts pressure on the passer.
Q
rbacks Gene Menges and Chuck Hughes were once again
nt in their throwing. Menges, however, is showing steady
im, vement and seems to be firmly entrenched as starting QB. His
I
handling and faking la much quicker and smoother than it was
t the beginning of the season.
Sidelights on the Cal Poly game: The Spartans were provided
with a comfortable lounge in which to relax before game time. Of
special interest among most of the players was checking the scores
of games all over the country since Chuck Hughes and Bill Schemmel
had sold a number of chances on various contests for 25 cents apiece.
This particular type of chance is tough to beat because of the points
which can be given or taken with each game.
The two amateur bookies had visions of taking home a little extra
spending money, but as scores began coming in, it was soon obvious
they were going to end up deep in the hole.
Just as the players were leaving for the dressing room, Hughes,
with a broad grin,- piped up, "Well, fellows, you can all get your quarters back now. We had a lot of good laughs., didn’t we?" The team’s
reaction is left to the reader’s imagination.
FLEETING IMPRESSIONS OF GAME
Among the confusion of the usual card games (moat of them
penny ante), football broadcasts on Dean Sophia’s portable radio, and
general bull sessions, we observed:
Al Cementina sleeping most of the time through all the varied
types of noise; Mel Stein playing a banjo he borrowed from basketball and track star Stu Inman; Fred Lindsey being covered with yards
of tape from head to toe; Bob Pifferini making a sad attempt to play
boogie weogie on a nearby piano, and then heckling Woody Linn, who
showed a great deal more skill at the keyboard; Harry Russell sleeping
soundly as Line Coach Bob Bronzan began a chalk talk; Pete Denevi
keeping close tab on the scores of games he had picked; Coaches Hubbard and Bronzan pacing nervously about the room just before game
time; and Hughes and Schemmel roaming around with worried looks
as their sure-fire system of making easy money backfired.
BIGGEST CUP OF COFFEE
IN TOWN

SWIMMING TESTS
Swimming tests for women
will be given today at 8:80 and
11, and tomorrow at 7:30 and
9:30, according to Miss Mary
Hooton, swimming instructor.

NORD’S 50 NORD’S
105 East San Frnando

save! Save! SAVE! SAVE!

LOOK INTELLIGENT

AT

Fool your friends. Jerks, half-heads
and dopes are often mistaken for
people because they look awake,
alert. You, too, can do it. Take a
NoDox Awakener. Wake up . . .
LOOK BRIGHT EVEN. 25c at
drug stores.

PARKER
HATHAWAY

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables

MEN’S
%

STORE
DISCOUNT
On all merchandise to
any student showing
his student body card
balance of this month.

Easy Payment Plan

CORONA

UNDERWOOD ROYAL

REMINGTON

Es. 1900

G. A. BLANCHARD

24 So. 2nd St., Bal. 349

94 SOUTH SECOND STREET
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Tau Delts Sponsor
Announcements Men’s Honor Frat,
New Phi Eta Sigma

MEETINGS
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB: Tonight,
7:30 p.m., Student Canter. A getacquainted meeting. Members of
faculty will be introducedgames
and dancing will follow.
THETA CHI: Tonight, 7 p.m.,
253 S. Eighth street.
CHAPEL BALL COMMli
Thursday meeting has been cancelled.
SIGMA GAMMA OMEGA: Tonight, 7:30 p.m., St. Claire Hotel.
Guests at 8:30.
STUDENT Y MEMBERSHIP
COMMITTEE: Today, 2:30 p.m.,
Student Y lounge.
ALPHA CHI EPSILON: Tomorrow, 4 p.m., Student Center.
Reception for new and old members.
YOUNG MEN’S SOUTHWEST
ALMADEN CHOWDER AND
MARCHING SOCIETY: Tonight,
6 p.m., sporting room, 191 S. 10th.
To select new name, elect officers
and plan this quarter’s activities.
R. Bruce Heisey, highly exalted
chowdermaster.
SPARTAN CHI: 10:30 p.m.,
Friday night, Oct. 20, Unitarian
church, Third street, opposite St.
James Park.
YOUNG PEOPLE’S GROUP
OF TEMPLE EMANUEL: Tonight, 7:30 p.m., McGenty’s barn.
This is an off-campus group which
desires to meet all Jewish students. The event will be a barn
Admission:
dance and supper.
$1.00 per person.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA: Tonight,
7:30 p.m., room 24.
CALIF. STUDENT TEACHERS’ ASSN.: Today, 4 p.m., room
A-1. New teachers will speak
about experiences on first days of
teaching.. All education majors
Invited.
ALL USHERS FOR "KING
LEAR" are requested to meet tomorrow, 3:30 p.m. in the Little
Theatre.
NOTICES
PI EPSILON TAU: Please leave
your name, ASB number, and
dues in room 161 with the secretary as soon as possible.
KAPPA’ DELTA PI: Please
leave your name, ASB number,
and dues in room 161 with the
secretary.
BLUE KEY: Daily, all day,
Dean of Women’s officetyping
of directory. Help needed from
all.
ALL SORORITIES AND CQEDUCATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS: Check your Coop mail
box for "Golden Girl" entry blank.
Remember your entrant does
not have to be a member of your
organization. This contest is open
to all SJSC co-eds.
Support the Daily Advertisers ! !

Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
fraternity, announced today they
would sponsor a San Jose chapter
of Phi Eta Sigma, national freshmen men’s honor group.
Al Campbell, senior advertising
major and member of Tau Delta
Phi, has been appointed chairman
of the committee to establish the
local chapter. Campbell stated
that with so many students transfering to professional schools after
completing lower division requirements, it was felt that some sort
of official campus recognition be
given to those students who make
superior scholastic records in their
first two years. Freshman and
sopohomore men students with
2.5 average or better will be eligible for membership, he stated.
Phi Eta Sigma was established
in 1923 at the University of Illinois. In 1940 there were 46 acCalifornia
tive U.S. chapters.
chapters are at UCLA and USC.

Classified Ads
FOR SALE
’38 FORD DeLUXE TUDOR
SEDAN: 85 h.p., radio, $585. Call
Stan Zirbel, 112 S. 12th.
1940 FORD V-8 COUPE: Radio,
heater, motor overhauled, $800.
Al Thomas, 112.S. 12th.
1932 PLYMOUTH 4-CYL. TUDOR: Motor recently overhauled,
good rubber, new clutch, new
paint, seal beams. "Four cylinder
economy, six cylinder performance." $218. 263 Ridge Vista,
East San Jose. Phone Mayfair
44,28 after 5 p.m.
’31 CHEV. COUPE:’ Tires, motor, and paint in fine condition,
radio and fogs, $190. Call 4551-W
or may be seen at 1088 Chapman.

WANTED
RIDERS: For 9:30 classes TTH
and 7:30 MWF from Los Altos.
Call Whitecliff 8-4696.
FOR RENT
ROOM FOR TWO YOUNG
MEN: Single beds. Seven blocks
from college, Phone Col. 95-M,
mornings.
MISCELLANEOUS
TYPING: Term papers, manuscriptsspecialty.
Stencils cut,
mimeographing student rates.
Bonnie Ireland, 211 Porter Bldg.,
Second and Santa Clara streets.
Col. 4742-J.

Comes The Breeze!
A warning printed in the "Oak
Leaf" advertising Santa Rosa junior college students against investing in the Stock Market, gave
the experiences of one investor as
a horrible example.
It seems that the OA( marketeer had purchased 100 shares
of National Underwear stock during the early twenties. Then, in
’29, a terrible thing happened to
National Underwear. The bottom
fell out.

VIN MAR

SWIMMING TESTS
SWIMM:NG TESTS TO BE
GIVEN: Wed. 8:30 and 11, Thurs.
7:30 and 9 at pool. Girls who
pass the test are cleared of swimming requirements.

BEAUTY SALON
Complete Beauty Service
BAL. 6140

381 S. 2ND ST.

Rally Gets Big Head
Spartans can expect to see a
"Spartan" with a swelled head at
the football games in the near
future. The Rally committee is
spending $60 of their funds to
purchase a plastic circus head
(similar to California’s "Oskie"
the bear), in the form of a "Spartan."
As yet there is no name for this
"Spartan" who will soon be cavorting at all San Jose State football games in full costume. Maybe
Thrust and Parry will provide a
name before this cartoon version
of a Spartar appears.
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Handle
With Care

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined!
An Impartial poll covering all the Southern tobacco markets reveals
the smoking preference of the men who really know tobaccoauctioneers, buyers and warehousemen. More of these independent

experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two
leading brands combined.

’

Ea ch prescription
brought here is compounded with knowledge, skill, and the
best of drugs.

MOREHEAD
FLEMING
DRUG COMPANY
Second and San Fernando

t

So, for your own real deep -down smoking enjoyment, smoke the smoke tobacco experts smoke!
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43111.
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It’s
American

The Sweetheart of Good Health

AMERICAN DAIRY ICE CREAM
American Dairy Products
17th and Santa Clara
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COM., THIN AIMMICAN TOISACCO COMPANY

LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO
So round, so firm, so fully packed

so free and

easy on the draw

